
2-24-2018 BRRC  TacticalChallenge
Stage 1 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 Stage 7

SHOOTER Barricade KYL Spinner Time/Exp Movers 1K Yds TOTAL
1

Steve Goldman 5 18 0 5 7 2 37-MW
2

James Atkins 6 3 9 4 9 0 31
3

Darren Michaels 6 1 10 3 5 1 26
4

Martin Tardif 5 10 0 3 4 0 22
5

Henry Song 8 0 0 3 7 1 19
6

Henry Garay 5 0 0 5 3 3 16
7

Greg Martinez 3 1 0 1 1 1 7

Very cold start for the day…and windy. After setting up the range the wind settled a bit and we started 
with…
Barricades - 10 shots from a wooden sawtooth shaped framework. Par time 3 minutes. Henry S had an 
excellent score of 8/10 to take this stage.
Know Your Limits-KYL - 10 shots at a set of 5 steel targets ranging from 10” to 3” scored in increasing 
value from 1 to 5. If you miss, your score is zero and you must start over. Clean the 5 and you may 
keep those points and start over and keep any points thereafter. Steve did just that and racked up an 
impressive score of 18/30
Spinner - 10 shots to get the “spinner” spinning and if you do you get to keep the points (1 per hit). 
Darren seems to know his way around a spinner-10/10.
Timed Exposure - 
Movers - 
1,000 Yards - A thousand yards…better bring out the big guns, right? Wrong! this stage is unlimited 
round count, shooting at a 12” round plate set at roughly 1,000 yards, par time 40 seconds. Henry G 
was shooting his .223 bolt gun all day with underwhelming results, although he nearly got the spinner 
to go round but a feeding issue caused a lost opportunity. So, we didn’t expect the puny 75gr. pill to 
get the job done, better leave it to the big boys. Henry G, however, proved the sometimes overused 
adage “It’s not the arrow, it’s the Indian.” and racked up the high score for this stage, 3/?. Well done, 
brave.
So Steve Goldman, again takes home the crown of Match Winner. This is Steve’s second win in row, he 
might be thinking of going pro pretty soon.
I want to thank Hal Dennis for his help during the match. He was also instrumental in getting Greg to 
participate in the Tac match. Incidentally, Greg performed well for his first Tactical match here at BRRC. 
Many first time shooters here have been skunked on their first try. Hope to see you at the next match.


